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Our understanding of how crystals grow from solu on is
o en framed in terms of classical nuclea on theory (CNT).
This simple theory describes the balance between surface
and bulk free energies to form a nuclea on barrier, dicta ng
that only solute clusters larger than a cri cal size are stable
against dissolu on. This leads to the concept of nuclea on
as a rare event, i.e. spontaneous forma on of a post-cri cal
nucleus.

It is therefore surprising that experiments on calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) growth solu ons have revealed the pres-
ence of stable prenuclea on clusters [3]. In a recent paper
[1] we performed and analysed detailed atomis c simula-
ons leading us to postulate that growth of CaCO3 is barrier-

less. Within this picture, the forma on of stable prenucle-
a on clusters emerges as unrestrained growth of chain-like
solute clusters (essen ally diffusion limited aggrega on), tem-
pered by compe on for CO2−

3 binding sites. The compet-
ing species are HCO−

3 ions, arising as a natural consequence
of solu on pH. These act as mobile chain terminators, in-
hibi ng further growth. This picture may explain some fea-
tures of biomineralisa on, the mechanism by which nature
influences CaCO3 growth. Complementarity between these
solute chains and biopolymers provides a route for nucleat-
ing biocomposite materials with highly desirable mechani-
cal proper es.

Atomis c simula ons have been able to simulate the
forma on of these ions at high concentra ons, but are lim-
ited in terms of mescale. Our understanding of the sub-
sequent nuclea on event is very limited. We are therefore
interested in developing simplemodels fromwhich this par-
cular non-classical nuclea on and growth mechanism can

emerge. Results will feed downstream into design of new
large-scale atomis c simula ons, and ul mately new exper-
iments in controlling growth.

A basis from which to start is the la ce-gas Po s (LPG)
model of Duff and Peters [2]. This consists of a cubic la ce
on which each site i is occupied by either a ’solute’ par -
cle (mi = 1) or a ’solvent’ par cle (mi = 0). Each solute
molecule can addi onally posses one of Q = 24 orienta-
onal states s(i). The system has a Hamiltonian of

H = −
∑
⟨i,j⟩

mimj

{
[K −A/Q] + δs(i),s(j)A

}

−
∑
⟨i,j⟩

(1−mi) (1−mj)K
′,

whereK controls the quality of the solvent,K ′ themelt-
ing temperature of the ideal crystal andA the strength of an
orienta on-dependent nearest-neighbour interac onbetween
solute par cles. When all sites are occupied by aligned so-
lute molecules, the system is analogous to an ordered crys-
tal. Monte-Carlo simula ons in the semi-grand ensemble
(SGE) demonstrate that this crystal can grow from the sol-
vent via CNT, or via a non-classical mechanism in which a
disordered aggrega on of solute grows to a significant size
before undergoing ‘crystallisa on’.

The goal of this project is to extend the LPG model such
that stable prenuclea on clusters emerge. The prac cali es
of the project will involve modifica on of an exis ng com-
puter code, or (depending on the student) development of a
new program for performing simula ons on this system. On
a mini-project mescale, the project deliverables will be;

• Parameterising the exis ng two-species model to ex-
hibit barrier-less growth.

• Introducing a third species to act as themobile growth
terminator.

• Conduc ng extended SGE MC simula ons to charac-
terise nuclea on in the resul ng model.

Should a student be interested in con nuing this into a
PhD project, future work would examine the energe cs and
kine cs of crystal growth mechanisms which emerge from
this and related models. Applica on of path sampling tech-
niques to gain quan ta ve data on nuclea on rates would
be the ul mate goal. Collabora on with molecular simula-
tors would be beneficial, with the possibility to inform and
equivalent studies on models with molecular detail. There
is also scope for more detailed theore cal work using mean
field approaches.

This project would suit a student with good program-
ming skills and an interest in computa onal sta s cal me-
chanics.
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